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HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO GBW LINES
Written material is best submitted by email or by USPS on
a disk. This does NOT mean that type or hand written
material is not welcome, all material is welcome. Typed
material can be scanned into an editable document. Should
you chose to send a handwritten item, please remember
that the editor (the old, weak-eyed, hunt and pecking
editor) must key it into a document. Please keep such
material short and readable.
Photographs, drawings, maps, etc. may be submitted by
email or disk. I can accept most formats but prefer tif or
jpeg files. I can also use Photoshop (psd) or Corel PHOTOPAINT (cpt) and Acrobat (pdf) files. Use as high a
resolution as you can, keeping file size in mind. The higher
the resolution the better the reproduction in print will be.
Use at least 150 if possible. Please refrain from using
bitmaps as they are huge and not easily edited. You may
send the original photos or other item to me for scanning
and I will return them using my stamp. If you have
questions on format or anything else regarding material
you wish to submit contact me by email, phone, letter,
smoke signal or whatever and I will be happy to assist
you.
-John Hagen, Editor
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Green Bay & Western Lines Wish List
It has been suggested to me that I should publish a “Wish List” of
items wanted/needed for this newsletter. And you know, I think
that is a pretty good idea. So here goes.

Comments - on the newsletter, it’s current and future
content , layout, editing, etc.
Models – Rolling stock, buildings, vehicles, anything that
you modeled after a GBW related model or that is on a
GBW themed layout.
Layouts – photos/descriptions of yours or a friend’s GBW,
FRV, A&W or related layouts. Can be in any state of
completion from starting the planning to operating and
fully sceniced, Operating schemes for layouts, based on
any GBW related operation either real or made-up.
Prototype information
Photos of any GBW related line, including KGB&W,
A&W, FRV or any predecessor lines. Your own photos
or photos of others as long as you have the right to
authorize publication.
Photo Studies and/or Drawings of any GBW related
rolling stock, vehicle, industry, station, yard, sidings,
trackwork, signs, fussee’s, lanterns, marker lights, etc.
If it’s GBW related, we want it.
Narratives—First, second, third or whatever hand accounts
of actual operations of any of the GBW related lines.
This does not have to be a personal history of former
employees such as that given by Dan Luedtke or
Franklin Fitzgerald. Anything you have observed or
heard from any reliable source can be used. It doesn’t
have to be long or dramatic; any tidbit of information of
things that went on either as a matter of course (such as
how certain industries were switched) or the abnormal
(the day the way Plover switcher derailed) would be of
interest to our members.
Yes, some are going to say I should be more specific about
exactly what we need for the newsletter. But we are still
very new at this and very little has been reported on up to
this point. One specific I could ask for is details on the
operations in and around New London. Larry Easton wrote
an excellent article on the railroad history of New London,
the second and last segment of which appears in this issue.
This could be a segue for additional details on actual
operations of both the GB&W and the C&NW, their
interchange movements, the industry and what kind of
shipments were received/sent out, etc. Or how about
operations on the Plover – Stevens Point Branch? There
must some good stories about the Ferry Boats and boat train
operations out there. I remember hearing on the news about
ferry’s stuck in the ice at times. How did this work for the
GB&W? Maintenance on the line not to mention work in
the Norwood shop.
You may have one photo or a two or three sentence
anecdote that our readers would love to see. You don’t
have to be a great writer, good speller or an expert on
punctuation. Just get the us the information and the editor
will take care of the rest. Heck, that’s why he gets the big
bucks.
-Editor

New London
Gateway to Wisconsin's Timber Lands
by Larry E. Easton
In this issue, Larry recounts the structural history of the railroads in New London, WI.
GB&W Structures at New London
With little in the way of company records available from the early days of the railroad, we must rely on local newspapers
for information about the first buildings and other facilities at New London.
On December 21, 1871 (two days after the arrival of the first train from Green Bay) the New London Times reported:
"The Green Bay & Lake Pepin Railway was pushed to the Embarrass River Tuesday forenoon, and New London has a
railroad of her own at last. The bridge across the Embarrass will be finished in about two weeks, after which the track
will be laid up to the depot grounds. A water tank will be built on the west bank of the Embarrass, and the grading for the
sidetrack from the depot to the Wolf River is being proceeded with as fast as the frozen nature of the ground will permit. "
Much of the information below on GB&W structures was gleaned from a Bridge & Building record book kept by C. J.
Voss, Asst. Foreman, 1891-1921, Gen. Foreman, 1921-1928 and appointed B&B Superintendent in 1928.
Green Bay, Winona & St.
Paul No. 6 (Grant 1872)

Carried the name
George F. Talman

GBW&StP was the
successor to the Green
Bay & Minnesota

Malcolm Rosholt
Collection

First Bridge over the Embarrass River (old #91): 1872: 280 feet long, pile trestle; 1896: 60' wooden span installed;
1900: span removed, 3 bents of cedar piles added, for a total of 19 bents; 1938: concrete abutments and retaining walls.
Second Bridge over the Embarrass River (new #39.1): 1943: retirement of timber structure and replaced with concrete and steel structure.
First Depot: 1872: wood depot, (30' x 66' x 12')?, wood foundation, plank platform.
The March 15, 1900, New London Republican and Tribune reported: "Practically a New Depot-That’s what the G. B.
& W Ry. Co. is making of the old eyesore which for twenty five years they have made do duty as a station building in this
city. Foreman Dawson of the company’s bridge and carpenter crew, this week set his men at work putting new sills under
the structure... The telegrapher’s room, which at the present time is in the back part of the building, will run from north to
south across the structure and a bay window will be built at the end next to the track. A hardwood floor will be laid in the
waiting room, the whole building will be re-shingled and then a coat of paint will make the depot a very presentable
building. The company will expend about $600 in these improvements."
February 12, 1904: New London Press: "At about 6:15 last evening the G. B. & W freight and passenger depot was
discovered on fire, and an alarm was immediately sent in and the fire department responded quickly with two streams of
water; but to no avail. As the entire building was on fire inside before it was discovered. The employees went to supper
about 20 minutes before six, leaving the fires in the stove safe, and parties passing the depot about 6 O'clock did not notice any fire, so it must have been caused from a defective chimney. Everything was a total loss and all the records and
books... the ruins are being cleared up and Agent Dernbach has opened an office in a boxcar: It is expected a new depot
will be erected as soon as the weather will permit."
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Second Depot: 1904: new depot, wood, 24' x 62'; 1910: new concrete platform 12' x 180', $300; 1936: new sills, post
and concrete footings; 1948: depot moved to new location (east side of Shawano St.), concrete footings, new side and
cross sills and new floor joists, remodeled and rearranged, ceiling and walls insulated; 1973: depot retired and sold September 19, 1973 to Elmer Helgeson, removed from property, used for storage.
Second New London
GB&W depot built
after the original depot
burned in 1904.

A box car was used as a
temporary depot until
this structure was
ready for use. A
typical of GB&W depot
for the time, it
measured 24’ X 62’

This view, looking east,
taken on May 29, 1939,
shows the depot to be
well maintained.

Roland Wicke photo

In 1948 the depot was
moved to the east side
of Shawano Street and
completely remodeled.

Changes included a
new floor plan, new
windows and
operator’s bay making
the exterior virtually
unrecognizable from
it’s as built look.

June 12, 1964 photo by
Larry Easton
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GB&W # 256 taking
water at New London
on February 15, 1941.
Engineer George
Taylor is standing
proudly in front of his
iron steed.

This is likely N0. 41
Extra heading back to
Waupaca. It will switch
the towns between New
London and
Scandinavia along the
way.

Photo
Clayton Tinkham

First Water Tank: 1872: original wooden water tank.
Second Water Tank: 1904: new water tank, 24' x 16', wood, on timber post pile foundation; 1918 piles cut off and
concrete foundation built; 1922: base of tank enclosed for frost protection; 1933: new tub, 24' x 16', round hoops; 1942:
raised tank 2' for new bridge and to accommodate larger engine tenders; dismantled by 1954.
. Pump House: 1872: frame; 1921: part of pump house retired, steam boiler retired and replaced with 3 H.P. electric
motor, 60 cycle, 220 volts; 1927: repairs to pump house.
First Turntable: March 14, 1890, New London Times: "The Green Bay Company are building a turntable and contemplating putting in another sidetrack at once."
Second Turntable: 1911: concrete curb and pit for 60' steel turntable; 1925: new ties and boards installed to keep
ties from bunching.
Stock Yard: 1906: 28' x 32' pens built; 1920: demolished by Hamilton & Sons Canning Co., built new stock yard;
1948: retired.
Store House: 1904: 20' x 50' x 12' frame building; 1921: destroyed by fire. Unloading Platform: 1925: high unloading platform built, curbing, cinder fill, covered with 3" x 10" x 14' planking; 1948: retired by B & B crew.
Coal Dock: 1925: retire coal dock and derrick.
Tool sheds: 1925: convert 3 GB& W boxcars into sheds for storage of tools, spikes and bolts.

GB&W - C&NW Structures
at New London Junction
The Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western Railway crossed the Green Bay & Minnesota Railroad at New London Junction.
In the Fall of 1882 the MLS&W constructed a depot at the Junction. The New London Times described the new facility
on December 2, 1882: "Externally the building presents a unique phase of artistic architecture while internally though
limited in space, it is most conveniently arranged for the purpose designed. The ladies' and gentlemen’s waiting rooms
are of fair size and finely furnished, while the office, presided over by the modest and accommodating O. A. Thiele can
be complimented for neatness of design if not for size. The dining room is a pleasant compartment—always for editors—
furnishing a table capacity for forty guests, and the tables under the direction of Mrs. M Tinsler, are 'weary and heavy
laden' with the viands for the a hungered sojourner. Lunch counters for both lady and gentlemen travelers, are a prominent feature, and already are liberally patronized. On the second floor are located several rooms elegantly furnished,
designed for the use of travelers who may prefer rooming there to lodging in the city. At present the morning and evening passenger trains on the Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western and on the Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul railroad, and
the two o 'clock P.M train on the former road stop at this junction for meals, and already the patronage promises a most
lucrative profit to the prompt and energetic lady managing. All in all, the building is an acquisition over which the citizens can justly feel proud."
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The big New London Junction depot, built by the MLS&W, was jointly owned with the GB&W. This 1887 photo shows the
original floor plan with the operators bay on the east side of the building. The structure also contained a dining room as
well as lunch counters for both lady and gentlemen travelers along with several sleeping rooms.
GBW&StP No. 7 is shown eastbound on the left while MLS&W No. 38 is facing south towards Appleton.
Stan Mailer Collection

In 1899 the New
London Junction
depot was remodeled
and the operator’s
bay moved to the
corner where both
tracks could be seen
by the agent.

Major changes also
occurred to the
interior with the
creation of separate
baggage/freight
rooms.

Courtesy
New London Public
Museum.
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Eastbound over the
C&NW rails at New
London Junction in
1938.

The late afternoon adds
long shadows on the
ground and a well lit
platform to the GB&W
caboose.

Ben Erickson Photo
Dan Luedtke Collection

By 1898 conditions at the Junction had changed and use of the eating-house had declined. The Times announced on
September 8th: "The Junction depot will soon be thoroughly overhauled and fixed up, and a freight depot incorporated
in the same, and the hotel and lunch room will be discontinued."
Scott Sasse commented in his book, "Chicago & North Western Railroad History at New London, Wisconsin":
"The dining room became C&NW's freight room while the kitchen became GB&W's freight area.
Comparing the pre- and post- 1900 floor plans, shows the extent of this work. The office was moved to the southeast
comer of the building and included an angled bay window allowing he exterior views of both tracks and interior views
into both waiting rooms. By removing a partition between the pantry and hall, both waiting rooms were enlarged. By
eliminating the pastry room and china closet and adding a large door between the former dining room and kitchen areas,
freight could be carried through from one line to the other. The area that served as the baggage room was to be split
The GB&W stopped
using the junction
depot in 1935, moving
all passenger and
freight service to it’s
downtown depot.
In 1946 the C&NW
received permission to
remove the structure
and build a small
office on it’s site. The
depot was razed in
1947 and replaced
with an automatic
interlocker the same
year.
In the early 40’s this
photo of the rather
forlorn looking
structure was taken by
George Streckert
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Drawings on these pages by Stanley Bye
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down the middle with part opened up as a platform for freight transfer and the remaining half as a small stand alone
building. This was completed during 1900."
Joint Depot: 1882: 2-story frame, 33' x 66', with attached kitchen and baggage room, sleeping rooms upstairs; 1900:
remodeled, agent living quarters upstairs; 1910: new concrete platform; 1920: new joint platform north of depot: 1928:
repairs and new roof shingles; 1946: agency closed, automatic interlock signals installed; 1947: structure retired and removed; April 14, 1949: passenger service on GB&W discontinued.

GB&W 4-4-0 #23, an 1897 Dickson product, waits at the New London depot in 1938 or 1939 before running around the
train. Once coupled to the head end it will depart for Scandinavia and Waupaca with combine #60 bringing up the rear.
Once at Waupaca it will tie up for the night.
Ben Erickson photo, Dan Luedtke Collection

Interlocker Plant: October 7, 1946: Automatic interlocker plant placed in service; 1982: C&NW abandoned north of
New London Junction, C&NW tracks and interlocker plant removed.
Telegraph Office: 1947: C&NW AFE #43806 - "New telegraph office built, approximately 100 feet north of GB&W
crossing on west side."
Outside Toilet: 1930: toilet replaced when old one burned down.
On a warm, sunny June
day in 1964 #304 was
pulling a short train
over the C&NW
diamond. It was the
first time your author
had seen Wisconsin’s
famous shortline.

On the left is the small
C&NW office erected
after the Junction
depot was razed. To the
right is a small metal
shed built ten years
earlier to house the
automatic interlocker
signaling machine.
Larry Easton Photo
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End of an Era
After the abandonment of the C&NW north of New London in 1982, service to New London was continued by the
GB&W and C&NW. However, change was in the air. In October 1978 the Interstate Commerce Commission approved
the purchase of GB&W by Itel, a San Francisco-based financial services concern. Ten years later, on December 9, 1988
the remaining portion of C&NW's Appleton-New London line was sold to another Itel subsidiary, Fox River Valley
Railroad. With Itel controlling both railroads serving New London, management decided to stop operating trains between Hortonville and New London in 1990 and only as far as Greenville in August 1991. GB&W crews took over the
switching of industries in the industrial park formerly served by FRVR.
In 1992 Wisconsin Central Transportation Company created a subsidiary, Fox Valley & Western Ltd., to purchase
Itel's two Wisconsin shortlines. The purchase was strongly opposed by employees and some shippers, but was finally
approved by the ICC on August 28, 1993. New London customers continued to be served by trains operating over the
former GB&W mainline from Black Creek to New London.
In February 2001, WC proposed to abandon the GB&W line from Green Bay to New London and reopen the Appleton-New London branch. At the same time Canadian National was seeking approval to purchase the WC for $1.2 billion.
The purchase was approved in October, and on Tuesday, December 11, 2001, the old Appleton—New London line was
restored to service. This spelled the end of an era for New London as the former GB&W rails through Oneida, Seymour,
Black Creek and Shiocton—almost to New London Junction—were pulled up.

A Look Back
A taste of New London's railroading past can still be experienced by visiting the New London Heritage Historical Village. In June 1987 the C&NW depot was moved to the site on Montgomery Street and beautifully restored. It contains a
large collection of railroad artifacts assembled by Robert Polaske. Also on the grounds are a C&NW bay-window caboose, a wooden Soo Line caboose, a Soo Line outside-braced boxcar and a Laona & Northern diesel locomotive - all
beautifully restored. The Green Bay and Western Historical Society is considering efforts to relocate and restore the
GBW depot to the museum grounds and use it to house their archives.
CN trains still whistle through New London on their way to Manawa, but the days of GB&W mainline trains crossing
Shawano Street are gone forever.

In a companion photo to the one of engine #256 on page 5, we get a nice view of Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western combine
#60. This car supplied the passenger arrangements for the mixed trains from New London to Scandinavia, Waupaca and
Iola in 1941 and other years of the era as witnessed by the photo of 4-4-0 #23 on the opposite page.
Clayton Tinkham Photo
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ALCO TOPPLES EMD IN NEW LONDON INCIDENT
June 1968 New London Junction Mishap
Photo and information from the Sunday, June 23, 1968 Appleton Post-Crescent
“Trains Collide at New London—A huge diesel locomotive was rammed from the rails and sent sliding on its side along
the right-of-way in a spectacular train collision here Saturday evening. Both crews escaped injury in the smashup which
occurred about 6:30 p.m. at a junction of the Green Bay and Western and Chicago and North Western Railway Co.
tracks on the city’s northeast side. No explanation could be given immediately by train officials. A representative of the
Green Bay and Western said a thorough investigation would have to be made before a decision could be rendered on
what caused the accident. The Green Bay and Western train—No. 2—was going to Green Bay from Wisconsin Rapids,
while the Chicago and North Western train—No. 281—was traveling from Fond du Lac to Eland.”
“The lead engines of both trains collided at the railroad switch (?). Impact of the collision tipped the Chicago and
North Western engine on its side, smashing a small metal shed along the track. Damage to the Green Bay and Western
engine was not believed to be serious, a railroad official said. Two Green Bay and Western trains were to be detoured
through Appleton Saturday night, the company official indicated no detours were planned for C&NW trains. The Green
Bay official didn’t believe it would be too difficult to clean up his line’s wreckage, while a good deal of trouble was
forseen in cleaning up the C&NW wreckage.”
“A portion of the tracks was shifted about 18 inches by the impact of the collision.”
Courtesy of Larry Easton
As a footnote, it appears that the metal shed that is now slightly on the misshapen side is the same shed housing the
automatic interlocker machinery shown in the bottom photo on page 10.
- Editor
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Collection of Ross Rossier

Collection of Ross Rossier
GB&W #23 waits at the New London
Depot on a chilly day. The temperature is sufficiently cold to instantly
condense the hot steam drifting out
of 23’s stack into water vapor.

We haven’t a date for this picture
but the truck sitting by the station
looks to be from the later 1920’s.

Collection of Dan Luedtke
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The Editor Writes - Now Is The Time To Come To The Aid Of Your Society
So what do I have for us this issue? Good question I sez to
myself. How about the events in store for 2009? Particularly the “Big Three” of Wisconsin rail fan and modeler
shows, namely, in order of appearance, The Mad City
Show, Titletown Train Show and Trainfest. Your Board of
Directors has committed to the GBWHS’s presence at
these shows. This is good as any vibrant railroad historical
society will/should have booths at all of these shows.
The first show, the Mad City Model Railroad Show
& Sale held in Madison at The Alliant Energy Center located just north of the Beltline Highway (Hwy 12 & 18),
on John Nolen Drive is rapidly approaching. The show is
on February 21st and 22nd. John Hagen is organizing our
attendance there and, as always, is looking for assistance.
What is required is not necessarily people to be there all
day both days but some suck….er, that is, volunteers to
spend and extra hour or two at the show on either day,
Sunday in particular. Right now it looks as Mark Mathu
will be assisting on Saturday but more is always merrier.
So if you south-central Wisconsinites are able to arrange
for some extra time, it will be greatly appreciated.
The next show for the GBWHS, Inc., is the Titletown
Train Show held in Green Bay at ShopKo Hall (Brown
County Veterans Memorial Complex), 1901 S. Oneida St. on
April 25th and 26th. Bob Hainstock will be in charge of this
meet but he is only one and more are needed to assist him
at the show. He can be found on the masthead under the
title of President.

Now that word brings up the really big shindig of the year,
our Annual Meeting to be held on the evening of April 25,
2009. As usual it will be held in concert with the TTS. This
year we must elect a new Board of Directors. Now is the
time for our members to decide who they would like to
have as our leadership for the next two years. I am quite
certain a nomination committee will be set-up shortly. We
have close to one hundred members so there should be no
shortage of nominations. Check our new website at
gbwhs.org for further information. If you have any questions, you may email President Bob Hainstock or V.P.
Jesse Fameree either through the website or by the email
address found on the masthead. If you do not have email
capabilities, home addresses and telephone numbers are
also provided on the mast head. And, not to forget, the Annual Meeting will be much more than an election as there
will great food along with a captivating program for your
enjoyment.
That leaves us with Trainfest. The largest Train Show
in Wisconsin and one of the biggest and highest attended
in the nation, it will be held on the weekend of November
14 and 15, 2009 at the Wisconsin State Fair Park Exposition Hall. We are looking for someone to head up this
years show. This may sound like a daunting task but having exhibited there for 20 years on my own plus 2 years as
part of the GBWHS crew, it really isn’t all that bad. I
know, then why don’t I do it? Well, I gots this here magazine to get out (see page 2).
–John Hagen, Editor

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society

FRV
Here's your chance to get involved in preserving the
history of the Green Bay and Western Railroad!
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc. is to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and
artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the public through our
GBWHS newsletter, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit, Wisconsin Corporation.
We have a quarterly newsletter, our initial special run model is now on the market, are currently seeking a
restoration project and we are creating our historical archives.
Help is needed, in many forms, from writing articles for our newsletter, helping with the archives and
cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and
developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are
building. For more information contact:

Email:
Bob Hainstock at bhtrainman@yahoo.com
Telephone 920-338-0935
Postal Mail: GBWHS c/o Bob Hainstock, 158 Hilltop Drive, Green Bay WI 54301
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The GBWHS, Inc.
Company Store
The Engine House Services Kit of the GBW’s Green Bay
Depot and Offices. A laser cut plastic kit of the last version of
the depot and offices, era mid sixties up to the 1977 fire that
destroyed it. This version has the asphalt shingles and fire escape
install during the last rebuilding of the depot.

Member’s Price $260

We have these A&W reefer’s by Accurail in stock. You do
NOT want to miss out this first GBWHS special run car.
Remember there were only five of the prototypes making this
one of the rarest of them all! Two numbers, 3001 & 3004
(that’s forty percent of the fleet), are available. The price is
$24.95 for one car or $44.95 for both numbers, plus $5
shipping. There is a $2.00 per car discount for members of
the GBWHS. Order one, two or five (we have decals for the
other 3 numbers) of these rare beauties now. I think I can in
all honesty state when they're gone, they are gone!

Non Member Price $275

REFERENCE MATERIALS
The Green Bay & Western Steam Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos from the Roy Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas E. Burg
A must for GBWHS members,
GBW steam fans or rail fans in general!
This CD contains 167 classic images of
GBW steam from #1 through those
Magnificent 400‘s
Plus other GBW historical information

GBWHS STORE ORDER FORM
(copy this form to preserve your newsletter)
Mail your order to:

Available through your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price ($20 non-member) + 3.00 s/h
Published by
Merrill Publishing Associates, P.O. Box 51, Merrill, WI 54452

DRAWINGS
The Green Bay Junction yard and depot drawing,
circa 1926.
Norwood Yard Property arrangement
Trackage at Eastman and Quincy St
Track arrangement at Luxemburg
Shipping

$5.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$4.00

Other items in development stages:
Coming soon! More drawings, plus a GBW right of way
standards book is being developed. This book features track and
sign standards found on the GBW right of way. Prices TBA
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Green Bay and Western Historical Society
158 Hilltop Drive
Green Bay, WI, 54301
Ship to:
Name _______________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City_______________________State___ Zip Code __________
Photo CD
_________
Drawings:
GB Jct
_________
Norwood
_________
Eastman & Quincy
_________
Luxemburg
_________
Depot Kit
Please reserve one A&W car for $24.95
or both $44.95
plus total shipping
minus my membership discounts
Total

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

